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ABSTRACT

We show that the four-level model for the CO? laser with modulated losses
predicts a critical exponent close to \ for the characteristic times in two homoclinic crises.
In the five-dimensional Poincare map corresponding to this model, a sequential horseshoe
formation due to the period three unstable orbit takes place after a region of multist ability.
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Several studies in the last few years were devoted to the theoretical, numerical

and experimental analysis of the power-law scaling for the characteristic times near

crises [1,2]. Crises are sudden changes that occur in a strange attractor as a control

parameter is changed [1]. There are three different types of crises , classified as

attractor merging , attractor widening and attractor destruction. The last applies

to the sudden appearance of a new attractor while the first two are characterized

by intermittencies between different legions of the phase space [L], Our first aim in

the present study is to report in numerical simulations the power-law scaling for the

characteristic times in a model for the CO2 laser with modulated losses. This model

, known as the four-level model can be reduced to a five-dimensional Poincare map

[3]. In contrast , mainly crises in low dimensional dynamical systems were treated in

previous studies to determine the characteristic times [1,2].

On the other hand , the CO2 laser with modulated parameters has been exten-

sively studied [4,5], In spite of the success in the experimental study of this system

,there is a strong evidence that the standart theoretical model , usually called the

two-level model ,was only able to give qualitative agreement with the results of the

experiment [3,5-8]. This model takes into account only the dynamics between-the

feld intensity and the atomic inversion. Among the experimental results that the two-

level model may reproduce are the Q— switching experiments, the chaotic regime, the

crises and the coexistence of attractors that arise in the C0% laser [3,4,8]. However

these simulations are often possible only for unphysical values of the control parame-

ters [3,8j. It has beeu shown that a model that quantitatively well describes the CO?

laser is the four-level model [3, 6,8]. This model as oppossed to the two-level model

takes into account the collisional coupling of the resonant and non-resonant rotational

energy levels within the same vibrational band. This coupling greatly influences the

dynamics of the system [3, 6-8]. Crises in this model still need a more dedicate study.



Our second aim is to characterize those crises originated by the unstable periodic

orbits of period one , three and four, as we change the modulation amplitude of the

cavity losses , which is the control parameter. With this new information we are able

to determine the power-law scaling for the characteristic times near crises of attractor

merging and attractor destruction type.

The four-level model is described by the following equations [3, 6, 8]:

— = - (1 +mcos{2ir/i + <p))n + 6n

df>
_ = -[\5 + fa
da
— = -To + 7*

- 26n + -,2gP

4- yE + 1R6 + zf2gPdA _

— = - P S + 7 A + -/Ra + z-ngP (1)

Writing A'jfA/j) and N\(M\) as the upper and lower resonant (nonresonant) rotational

levels, we have b = N2 - N,, a = Ar
2 + JV[, ( A - M2 - Afi, S = M? + Mj ).

I \ 1 \ 7 R . 7 H , 7 a»d "n are defined in terms of the decay and energy transfer rates

of N-i, Ar|. M-i, Mi . [3,6,8]. All the decay rates and time had been rescaled by 2k

,the effective photon decay rate in the cavity. Further <S,A,cr,E and the intensity

n have been rescaled with the steady state inversion of the resonant levels when

7ii. = 0. i.e. S(t —> oo) = 1. m and / are the modulation amplitude and modulation

frequency respectively. \p is the initial phase, g is defined as the atom-field coupling

constant and P is the incoherent pump induced by the excitation current in the

experiment, z is the effective number of rotational levels in each vibrational band. The

parameters we use here correspond tt> those of a recent experiment [3]. T — 0.1521560,

T' = 1.60907 x 1(T2, 7fi = 0.151187, ;'R = 1.51187 x lfr2, 7 = 7.55949 x 10"4,

72 = 2.15983 x l tr4 , tjP = 1.42560, 9 = -f and z = 10. The modulation frequency

is kept constant / = 2.15983 corresponding to 100 kHz. We study eq.(l) by means

of the Poincare section technique i.e we sample the solution at £ = z x 7' , 1' = 1. 00 ,

where T = 1/ / is the driving period.

In Fig. la , we see the bifurcation diagram for the inversion 6 versus the mod-

ulation amplitude m . Here successive crises are shown . We observe that starting

from low values of m a peiiod doubling cascade that ends in chaos occurs. The basic

period of this cascade is one. Crises related with the merging of attractor pieces of

eq.(l) had been studied in reference [3] . There ,a good agreement between this model

and the experiment was found. At the end of the merging crises , the only two big

attractor pieces of the Poincare section merge at m = mj a; 0.117760. Just after this

crisis all the projections of the Poincare sections form a one piece attractor (attractor

A) i.e. the nth-iterate of the Poincare map (p^ , give only one piece attractor. Let

us remark that before Jiij and for different values of the modulation frequency / , we

do not find a truncation of the period doubling sequence as seen in Fig.la .This is in

contrast with the two-level model [3,9]. After this crisis an interval of the parameter

m follows , where the chaotic attractor changes smoothly.

In Fig. 2a we observe that a collision will occur between the attractor A (dots) and

f> period three unstable orbit PJ ,i = l,3 (crosses) i.e. in all the different projections

of the Poincare section .the saddle PJ1' gets closer to attractor A as m approaches

mji Rs 0.15162. At in = "131 the crisis is of attractor destruction type and a new

chaotic attractor appears (attractor B) whose basic period is three. This is shown in

Fig. lb (dots) , which is an enhanced view of Fig. la near m = "J31. The chaotic

attractor B has been originated by period doublings of the map < '̂3' in its basin of

attraction as seen in Fig. lb (big dots). These orbits (big dots) exist precisely in the

interval of m where m < ro3i and where attractor A and B coexist (multistabih'ty).

In the experiment , multistability in this system has been reported [4, 10]. As the



modulation amplitude m is changed further , a crisis of attractor widening type

appears at m = 11)32 ~ 0.16028. This crisis is again caused by the collision between

the chaotic attractor B and the period three unstable orbit Pj as shown in Fig. lb

and Fig. 2b. Therefore, just after this crisis the orbit will be localized intermittently

in the regions visited by the former chaotic attractor B and the old chaotic attractor

,4. The two consecutive crises caused by the saddle PJ may be explained as follows.

First, the stable manifold of this saddle in the map t̂ (3) collides with the old chaotic

attractor A at m — m31. Therefore the basin boundary of attraclor A gets destroyed

and all initial orbits in this former basin go to the new chaotic attractor B. Since the

dimension of the stable manifold coincides with the number of contracting eigenvalues

[11], the stable manifold here has dimension four ,because there is only one expanding

eigenvalue , as we will see next. As m is further increased the stable manifold of P3
(l'

in the map &• ' and the attractor B collide , giving rise to intermittency. Therefore

, slightly after this crisis the unstable manifold of this saddle should be localized in

the regions of the former attractors A and B.

This sequential horseshoe formation due in our case to the saddle P^ , has been

found previously in the context of the two-level model for the CO? laser [12]. This

•Tiodel reduces to a two-dimensional map.There, it was shown that the intersections

of the invariant manifolds of the period two saddle are the first to create sequential

horseshoes in the Poincare map. [12]. In our case it is due instead to the saddle

Pj , in agreement with the experiment [3,10]. The bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 1

have been generated by taking as initial conditions for the new value of m , the last

position of the orbit in the Poincare map for the previous value of m. In this way we

simulate the experiment, since there m is adiabatically changed . Figs. 1 correspond

to an intermediate value of the incoherent pump , i.e. according to Meucci et al. [10]

at m = m31 , for low pump , attractor B should be periodic ,while for a high pump ,

attractor A must undergo directly a widening-type crisis.

The next crisis is related with an unstable orbit of period four P4 . The unstable

orbit P4' , approaches the attractor as m —» ?iij s: 0.2475 , the crisis value. Slightly

after this crisis value we find an intermittent, switching between the core attractor

and a four-piece attracting region. This crisis , however , shows a different behavior

because attractor destruction is not observed as in the previous case. That suggests

us that first , the attractor related with the onset of the saddle p\ ( attractor

C ) touches its basin boundary at some value m' < tn4. Since the orbit has been

localized initially in the core attractor we see at m = m4 , directly a crisis of attractor

widening type as suggested by Fig. 1c. On the other hand since we are not able to

find numerically the attractor related with the onset, of P[ , we believe that the basin

of attraction is very small. A conclusive argument regarding the location of attractor

C , however can only be made by constructing the unstable manifolds of P / in 4' •

We think that the sequential horseshoe formation is caused by homoclinic tan-

gencies , since the two unstable submanifolds Ui and U-i corresponding to the two

opposite directions of the eigenvector related with the expanding eigenvalue at P^ in

^>'3' should be attracted by A and B separately before the crisis at m^. Later attrac-

tor A and B sequentially collide with P3 creating homoclinic orbits. More generally

, a homoclinic tangency implies the existence of an invariant set P , as our saddle

P3 and an orbit O of the map . such that O asymptotically approaches P forward

and backward in time [11]. The attractor merging crisis induced by the period one

saddle , above ,is caused by a homoclinic tangency [1].

In Fig. 3 , we show a bifurcation diagram for the natural logarithm of the three

largest eigenvalues , A] , A2 and A3 of the period one saddle versus m. For this

saddle In Aj ~ In A5 ~ —39 -;—35.In a similar way the saddles P3 and P\ for their

corresponding maps give Ai =s 1 ,A2 ss 5 x 10"', A3 es 10"8 -r 10~6 and X4 % A5 a;



Notice that the orbits P^'1 , i = l.n , of the Poincare map <j> = 0(1> are generated

sequentially by sampling at a time shifted by (i — 1) x T in the map <£'"'. Any of

these points P^'K gives the same eigenvalues. Notice also that the second eigenvalue

basically does not change in Fig. 3. The highly different order of magnitude of the

eigenvalues suggest the following dynamics near the crises. Near an unstable periodic

orbit and for a:i appropiate Poincare map of the flow given by eq.(l) the orbit leaves

the old or core attractor region through the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors

corresponding to the most contracting eigenvalues. Further , the orbit enters the

new region through the subspace spanned by the eigenvector corresponding to the

expanding eigenvalue.

A generalized Newton method has been used to locate the periodic orbit . Once

we calculated the Jacobian for the Poincare map using the corresponding linearized

equations obtained from eq.(l) [13] , the calculation of eigenvalues was performed

using standart methods [14]. Here we take as a measure of accuracy the difference

of two succesive iterated positions of the periodic orbits.This error is less than 10~6.

An error of 10"' does not improve substantially the eigenvalues.

Here we show that at the crises in our 5 dimensional map , the power-law scaling

for the characteristic times holds . Near the crises for one-dimensional maps , dissipa-

tive two-dimensional maps or three dimensional dissipative flows , the characteristic

time T is found theoretically to scale with the control parameter mas [l]:

r = a | r a - T7ic | (2)

Here /; > 0 is the critical exponent , mc is the critical control parameter and a

is a constant. In a two-dimensional map and for a homoclinic tangency the critical

exponent if is given by :

In | ft
(3)2ln|ftft|

Where ft is the expanding eigenvalue ( | ft |> 1 ) and ft is the contracting

eigenvalue (| ft |< 1) [1].

In Fig. 4 we show that the scaling law (2) holds for the attractor merging crisis

at m = mj and for the attractor destruction crisis at m = m3,. The corresponding

slopes rj of the straight lines at m = ?ni and m = m31 are 7j[mod) = 0.502 ± 1.3 x 10~2

and ij3™° = 0.529±i.2 x 10~2 respectively. That indicates that we are dealing with a

highly contracting map. This was also suggested by the magnitude of the eigenvalues.

If our map was a highly contracting two-dimensional ma.p then by setting ft —» 0

we obtain TJ = | from eq.(3). Since both crises are homoclinic and the dynamics

near them are governed by A! for the expanding direction and by A5 ( or by A4 and

A5 if they have the same order ) for the highly contracting direction ( subspace ) as

discussedj^bove , it is enough to replace ft -> A, and say ft —• As to obtain r) & \

in eq.(3). More precisely , at m - mt at the saddle P = Pu we have , A, = -1.S6

, A2 = 0.65 , A3 = 1.37 x 10~3 , A., = 3.8 x 10"1T , A5 = 1.5 x 10~17 . With the

ansatz ft -t Ai , fa - , A5 , we obtain r)[""°r) = 0.508. Similarly at m = w31 at the

saddle P3
(l) for the map <j>l3) , we have A! = 3.75 , \2 = 0.278 , A3 = 1.95 x 10^8 ,

\ t = 5.7 x 10"le , A5 = -8.87 x lO"17. Replacing ft -» At and ft — A5 , we obtain

f?3i = 0.51S. In the attractor merging crisis , where the only two big attractor

pieces merge at m = n?i , the average time r was calculated using the map 0(2) .

We used 300 different initial conditions which correspond to the succesive orbits of

the attractor in 0 |2) at m = 0.11 < ra, ,before the crisis. We count that a crisis

event took place when the components of the orbit M3 and M5 becomes smaller or

larger than the corresponding components of the saddle P,. This was also verified by

looking at the temporal evolution of the orbits. On the other hand , for some fixed



rn . 1500 different initial conditions were considered , obtaining a value for In r that

differs from the previous data , obtained after averaging 300 orbits , in less than five

per cent . That is precisely the order of magnitude of the error for i), and rf™ .

The characteristic time r for this crisis . defined as the average time between switches

in the attractor pieces [l] . should coincide with our T defined above since each piece

of the attractor is obtained using the other one applying the transformation 0 = <̂ (11

to 0 |2). Similarly . in the crisis of attractor destruction type we used 300 different

initial conditions , which are the orbits of the attractor A at m = 0.150 < rn3i ,before

the crisis . Here we count that a crisis event took place in the Poincare map, when the

component Ms of the orbit is larger ( smaller ) than the M5 component of the upper

( lower ) saddle P-J in Fig. 2a. Again , this was verified by the temporal evolution

of the system. Finally , the way the critical values mt and m31 were found was by-

scanning m in the neighborhood of the critical value to fit the log — log plot of eq.(2)

with the obtained values of r. We choosed as the critical parameter m , that with

the least errors for r̂ "10 and iy^° . In our calculations we used double precision in

a program adapted for vectorization.

In conclusion , we have shown that the four-level model for the CO-x laser with

modulated losses predicts a power-law scaling for the characteristic times in two

homoclinic crises. This model reduces to a five-dimensional map. The first crisis

is related to attractor merging of the period one unstable orbit and the second to

attractor destruction due to the period three unstable orbit. An analisis of the eigen-

values of these saddles shows three highly contracting eigenvalues and one expanding

eigenvalue. This is reflected in the measured critical exponent , which is very close

to i . The period three unstable orbit originates two succesive crises as the control

parameter given by the modulation amplitude of the laser cavity losses, changes. The

collision of this unstable orbit first with the old attractor and later with the new

formed attractor causes crises of attractor destruction and attractor widening type

respectively. As a result sequential horseshoe formation occurs in our multidimen-

sional system. We find that, before these crises occur , an interval of in exists where

coexistence of these two attractors is possible (multistability). However , when the

period four unstable orbit collides with the attractor only a crisis of widening type

appears.
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FIGURES

FIG, 1. (a) Bifurcation diagram for the inversion i - jV3 — A'; versus the modulation

amplitude 7?i. (b) Enhanced view of the bifurcation diagram of Fig. la near m = m^\

(dots|. The orbits of attractor B in the region of multistability are drawn as big dots, (c)

Enhanced view of the bifurcation diagram of Fig. la near m = mj.

FIG. 2. (a.) Projection of the Poiiicare map (dots) and the period three unstable orbit

(crosses) in the plane (A/^,A/5) for m = 0.151 < m3i . (b) The same as in (a) but for

m — 0.10 just before the crisis of attractor widening type at m^.

FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagram for the natural logarithm of the three largest eigenvalues

A[, A2 and A3 versus tde modulation amplitude m,

FIG. 1. Power-law scaling for the characteristic times r near crises. Plots (squares) of

In T versus In 6m for (a) frm = m — m\ and (b) f>m — m - m3j. The straight lines are the

best fit to the data.
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